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Leadership Update: Kim Lesley (klesley@uarts.edu) is the outgoing Moderator. Christine Mannix is the incoming Moderator. Lauren McDonald (lmacdonald@cca.edu) will be the Vice-Moderator for 2015-16. Kim Lesley remains the ADSL Blog Editor.

Activities: Last year we instituted a schedule for the ADSL Blog in which participants volunteer for specific months. This has proven to be a successful way to increase participation in the blog.

No work was done on the craft/folk art/materials studies images in ARTStor issue, but the committee (Kim Lesley, Moira Stevens, and Claire Gunning) will work on it for next year.

43 new or renewing ARLIS/NA members have expressed interest in the ADSL Division.

Issues: Kim Lesley and I have felt somewhat at sea during our tenure as Moderator and Vice-Moderator. Our responsibilities were not made clear to us, and past records for our division are spotty at best. The traditional method for passing the torch seemed to be “just ask the former moderator!” We think it would be useful to have a Division/SIG/Section Starter Kit for incoming officers that spells out their responsibilities and who they report to and when. Since the Policy Manual is out of date, referring incoming officers to the manual has been confusing. We hope that an updated Policy Manual will give more direction for incoming officers. In the meantime, one of my tasks for the year will to compile an Officer Starter Kit for ADSL.

Respectfully submitted,
Christine Mannix